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TEST

Blancpain Fifty Fathoms

lancpain’s Fifty Fathoms was something of a novelty when it
first appeared in 1953. In an era of function-foremost diving
watches, the Fifty Fathoms combined elegant good looks with
deep-seaworthy water-resistance and extreme durability. 

In 2003, to mark the 50th anniversary of this stylish but
rugged watch, Blancpain introduced an updated, refined version
of it, a limited edition of three series of 50 pieces each. It sold
out in no time. Watch enthusiasts and collectors were virtually
knocking each other over to get their hands on it.

It came as no surprise, then, when last year Blancpain came
out with an unlimited version of the watch as part of a new Fifty
Fathoms collection. Unlike the 2003 limited edition, which con-
tained the Frédéric Piguet Caliber 1151, with two barrels and
100 hours of power reserve, the 2007 model is powered by
Blancpain’s newly developed Caliber 1315. This movement is
based on the exclusive Blancpain manufacture hand-wound
Caliber 13R0, with three barrels and a power reserve of eight
days, which came out in 2006. 

Like the 13R0, the 1315 has three barrels. Unlike it, though,
the 1315 is an automatic. To ensure that the reduction gear train
of the automatic winding mechanism could be integrated into
the 1315, the movement’s three barrels had to be somewhat
smaller than those of the 13R0. They nonetheless generate a
torque of 550 g/mm, enough for five days of power reserve,
which should be more than sufficient for an automatic caliber.
Winding the watch by hand after it is completely wound down
requires 108 turns of the crown.

The bimetal rotor winds in one direction. Unidirectional
winding was chosen over bidirectional to save space, since incor-
porating a reverser would have either decreased the power re-
serve further or increased the height of the caliber. At a mere 5.65
mm, the caliber’s slimness allows for a three-part, soft-iron, anti-
magnetic inner case, which envelopes the entire movement with-
out making the Fifty Fathoms feel bulky. The watch’s level of an-

B
Pros
+ Blancpain manufacture
caliber

+ Excellent rate results
+ High-contrast dial
+ Luminous in the dark
+ Very good workmanship 
on case and bezel

Cons
- Extra cost for strap
replacement set

- Huge back orders at present

The unidirectional bezel, covered
by a sapphire ring, clicks precisely
in one-minute increments.



SPECS

BLANCPAIN FIFTY FATHOMS AUTOMATIQUE

Manufacturer: Blancpain SA, Le Rocher
12, Le Brassus, Switzerland  

Model: Fifty Fathoms

Reference number: 5015-1130-52

Functions: Minutes, hours, central
seconds and date

Movement: Blancpain manufacture
Caliber 1315, diameter = 30.60 mm
(13½’’’), thickness = 5.65 mm; 35 jewels;
Swiss lever escapement; Nivarox-I-
Anachron hairspring; Glucydur balance
with four gold regulating screws for fine
adjustment; 28,800 vph; lift angle of 51˚;
dense, bimetallic rotor; unidirectional
winding; three series-coupled spring
barrels with Nivaflex-I springs; power
reserve of 120 hours; stop-seconds
mechanism; date correction in both
directions; 222 individual parts

Case: Three-part steel case; soft-iron
inner case; unidirectional bezel with one-
minute increments and sapphire crystal
insert; threaded caseback; screw-down
crown; sapphire crystal non-reflective on
both sides; water-resistant to 300 m

Strap and clasp: Kevlar strap with stain-
less-steel pronged buckle

Results of rate test:

(Deviations in seconds/24 hours when
fully wound)

Dial up: +1

Dial down: -2

Crown up: -1

Crown down: +2

Crown left: -2

Crown right: -2

Greatest deviation of rate: 4

Mean deviation: -0.7

Mean amplitude:

flat positions: 298˚

hanging positions: 270˚

Dimensions: Diameter = 45 mm, 
height = 15.5 mm, weight = 120 g

Price: $11,100
The automatic Caliber 1315 has three spring barrels that provide a power
reserve of five days.

TEST

Blancpain Fifty Fathoms

THE RATE OF THE FIFTY FATHOMS IN OUR
TEST WAS SO PRECISE THAT AN UNKNOW-
ING OBSERVER COULD ALMOST HAVE 
MISTAKEN IT FOR A QUARTZ WATCH.

timagnetic protection exceeds the NIHS 90-10 standard. (NIHS
stands for Normes de l’Industrie Horlogère Suisse, a set of quali-
ty standards established by the Swiss watch industry.) The iron
inner case is a very practical feature given the number of magnet-
ic fields with which a watch can come in contact on a daily basis. 

To make the watch more shock-resistant, Blancpain chose
for fine adjustment a screwed balance rather than an index,
which could be displaced by rough treatment. The balance,
made of Glucydur, oscillates at 28,800 vibrations per hour and
its moment of inertia is measured at 8 mg/cm².  It has four gold
screws. In this caliber, Blancpain is relying on features that have
passed the test of time: a Swiss lever escapement, escape wheel
with Lubrifar coating, and flat hairspring. 

The waTch’s raTe results were excellent. The fluctuations
measured by our Witschi electronic timing machine did not ex-
ceed +/- 2 seconds per day. The actual wearing test showed even
better results. The rate of the Fifty Fathoms was so precise that
an unknowing observer could almost have mistaken it for a
quartz watch. Plus, the minimal timing errors usually cancelled
each other out completely when the watch was worn during the
day and taken off at night.  Blancpain’s meticulous care in man-
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Blancpain Fifty Fathoms

A three-part, soft-iron case surrounds
the entire movement, protecting it from
magnetic fields.

ufacturing the components, assembling them and regulating the
movement help guarantee high demand for the Fifty Fathoms,
even at its lofty price.

The stainless-steel case, which has a solid, threaded back,
protects the movement perfectly. The watch is extremely robust
and well finished. The impression of high quality is reinforced
when you release the large crown and turn it. Nothing wobbles
— everything is as tight and secure as you would expect in a high-
end watch. The date can be adjusted either forward or backward.

The unidirectional bezel also deserves the highest praise. It
clicks into place precisely, in one-minute increments, has a good
overall feel and is well finished. It’s also an eye-catcher. Under
the domed sapphire crystal ring we find a patented construction
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SCORES

BLANCPAIN FIFTY FATHOMS AUTOMATIQUE

Strap and clasp (max. 10 points): Well-
made, sewn Kevlar strap with rubber
inner lining. Attractive stainless-steel
pronged clasp. 9

Operation (5): Large fluted crown makes
it easy to wind and set the time and 
date. 5

Case (10): Attractive, solid and perfectly
finished steel case with intricately
designed bezel. 10

Design (15): Immediately recognizable
as a Blancpain. The successful rebirth of
an icon. 14

Legibility (5): The sapphire crystal is non-
reflective on both sides; the time can be
easily read under any condition. In the
dark the hands, indices and numerals
(both on the dial and the bezel) shine as
if they were battery-powered. 5

Comfort (10): With a diameter of 45 mm,
the watch is comfortable to wear on a
larger wrist. 8

Movement (20): This manufacture
caliber is impressive thanks to its robust
and well-designed technology. The over-
all quality and the spiral sunburst
decoration are impeccable. 17

Rate results (10): An almost perfect
result: +/- 2 seconds per day on the
electronic timing machine and a virtually
immeasurable deviation on the wrist
during everyday wear. 9

Overall value (15): At $11,100 it’s an
expensive divers’ watch that shows
admirable robustness. Since there’s hard-
ly anything comparable on the market,
this watch should find many takers. 12

TOTAL: 89 POINTS

where indices and numerals are cut into its black varnish with a
laser, then filled with six (!) layers of Super-LumiNova and coat-
ed with protective varnish. This guarantees — as the photo il-
lustrates — that the bezel shines in the dark as if it were backlit
by battery-powered lights. The hands, numerals and indices on
the dial glow even brighter, which makes reading this watch in
the dark quite easy. Thanks to the intensive layering with Super-
LumiNova, the Fifty Fathoms continues to shine unusually
long, and even after several hours the luminosity does not com-
pletely fade.

The watch’s strap, made of Kevlar and lined with rubber,
can be quickly and easily replaced with a very durable rubber
strap using an ingenious strap kit that is available as an acces-
sory for $1,000.  Both the Kevlar and rubber straps have
pronged buckles with trapezoid-shaped decorations that mir-
ror the shape of the dial indices. The strap kit is packaged in a
large, sturdy, dustproof and waterproof watch box that is both
stylish and practical. 

The numerals on the rotating bezel are filled with six layers of 
Super-LumiNova and are legible even after several hours in the dark.

The triangle on the
buckle echoes the
shape of the dial 

indices.



Blancpain’s Fifty
Fathoms made a
splash in the
1950s and 1960s,
then vanished like
a sunken sub for
a generation.
Now it has risen
again in style.
BY JOE THOMPSON

Divers wearing the 50th anniver-
sary edition of the Fifty Fathoms.
The diver on the left is Blancpain

CEO Marc Hayek.
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Blancpain Fifty Fathoms

1. The original Fifty Fathoms watch,
1953 
2. French captain Robert Maloubier, 
creator of an elite French combat divers
team, wearing the original Fifty Fathoms
3. An ad for the Fifty Fathoms, 1954

n 1956, a movie called The Silent Worldmade a lot of noise. The
movie was a documentary that chronicled the deep-sea expedi-
tions of the French oceanographer Jacques Cousteau in the
Mediterranean and Red Seas, the Persian Gulf and the Indian
Ocean. It was a cinematic tour de force, one of the first films to
show the underwater world in color. The Silent World holds a
unique distinction in movie history: Not only did it win Holly-
wood’s highest honor, the Oscar, for Best Documentary Feature
at the 1956 Academy Awards; it took France’s highest prize,
too. It was the first of only two documentaries ever to win the
Cannes Film Festival’s prestigious Palme d’Or. (The other was
Michael Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11 in 2004.) The Silent World re-
mains the only documentary ever to win both an Oscar and the
Palme d’Or. 

The Silent World launched a new generation of stars. There
was Cousteau himself and his ship, Calypso, both of whom
would become environmental icons. There was Louis Malle, the
24-year-old Frenchman who co-directed the film, and went on to
fame directing both French and American films. And there was
the rugged, handsome watch with the black dial and bezel that
appears throughout the film on the wrists of Cousteau and his
divers both above and below water, the Blancpain Fifty Fathoms.

Its command performance in The Silent World seemed to
destine the Fifty Fathoms for horological stardom. It had ap-
peared on the watch scene three years before in 1953, the same
year as the Rolex Submariner. The two watches are recognized
as the first modern divers’ watches. In their wake came such
noted divers’ watches as the IWC Aquatimer, the Eterna Kon-
Tiki and the Breitling Superocean. By the end of the decade, a
slew of watch manufacturers had introduced into their lines a
divers’ watch with the features, benefits and, in many cases, the
dark, masculine looks of the Submariner and the Fifty Fathoms. 

But while the Submariner went on to become a diving-watch
icon, the Fifty Fathoms sank into oblivion. In a cruel twist of
fate, the Blancpain company and brand disappeared during
Switzerland’s quartz crisis of the 1970s; with them went the
Fifty Fathoms. It remained submerged in its own silent world
for more than 20 years. 

In the past decade, however, the Fifty Fathoms has resur-
faced. Blancpain, which for the past 16 years has been part of
Switzerland’s Swatch Group, the world’s largest watch con-
glomerate, has rediscovered and revived its dive watch pioneer.
The company marked the 50th anniversary of the Fifty Fathoms
in 2003 with a limited-edition series of watches (150 pieces to-
tal) that now fetch the full price plus a premium on the after-
market. Last year, Blancpain unveiled to wide applause its first
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Blancpain Fifty Fathoms

Fifty Fathoms collection, consisting of three watches, including
the first Fifty Fathoms flyback chronograph and the first Fifty
Fathoms with a tourbillon. The comeback is the latest twist in
the series of ups and downs that is the Fifty Fathoms saga.

The FiFTy FaThoms story begins in 1952, when the French
Ministry of Defense instructed a French Navy captain, Robert
Malubier, to create an elite unit of navy combat divers. Malu-
bier and his assistant, Claude Riffaud, sought to equip the mem-
bers of the unit, called “Les Naguers de Combat” (French for
“combat swimmers”) with a superior divers’ watch as part of
their official equipment. They reportedly approached the Lip
Watch Co., France’s top watchmaker at the time, about produc-
ing an extremely water-resistant watch, but Lip turned down
the project. Malubier and Riffaud then turned to a Swiss watch
company, Blancpain Rayville S.A., based in the Jura Mountain
village of Villeret, where the firm was founded in 1815. (The
company began using the Rayville name after the seventh and
last generation of Blancpain family owners sold the firm during
the Great Depression in 1932. Rayville is actually a phonetic
anagram of the name Villeret.) Using specifications drawn up by
the French officers, Blancpain Rayville developed the Fifty Fath-
oms. Delivered in 1953, it had a robust, stainless-steel case, with
water-resistance guaranteed to 91.45 meters (or 50 fathoms,
hence the name). That depth was the maximum depth recom-
mended for a scuba diver. The watch contained an automatic
movement, which reduced friction on the winding stem. For
greater visibility in the dark, it had large luminous numerals and
markers that stood out against the black dial and bezel. It also
had an epoxy bezel that rotated in one direction only. The uni-
directional construction was a precaution against the bezel,
which indicated the dive time, being accidentally jolted, result-
ing in a false and potentially dangerous reading.

The watch was a hit with the French combat divers. Soon
Cousteau, who was a captain in the French Navy from 1948 to
the late 1950s, began using the watch in his undersea explo-
rations. The watch’s role in The Silent World boosted awareness
of it and it was adopted by a number of military organizations
for their divers, commandos and Special Forces units. In addi-
tion to the French Navy, the Fifty Fathoms was used by Ger-
man, Czech, Polish, and Israeli forces, as well as by the U.S.
Navy Seals. It was also sold commercially starting in France.
Ironically, it was sold there by Lip, who had turned down the
opportunity to make the watch, under a marketing and distri-
bution agreement with Blancpain Rayville, since it had no dis-
tribution in France.    

The watch remained popular throughout the 1960s. It was
the watch of choice for no less a diving authority than Lloyd
Bridges, star of the popular American TV show “Sea Hunt,”
which portrayed the adventures of an ex-Navy frogman turned
freelance scuba diver. Bridges appeared on the cover of the Feb-
ruary 1962 issue of Skin Divermagazine wearing the Fifty Fath-
oms. (To see the Skin Diver cover, stills from The Silent World
and early versions of the Fifty Fathoms, go to www.fiftyfath-
oms.net.)

1. The legend resurfaces: the Fifty Fathoms 
Trilogy watch, 1997
2. The 50th anniversary Fifty Fathoms, 2003
3. New Fifty Fathoms watches feature curved
sapphire crystal bezels
4. Night view of the 50th anniversary edition
5. The Fifty Fathoms Concept 2000 watch in
steel and rubber, 1999 
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Blancpain Fifty Fathoms

DespiTe iTs populariTy, the seeds of the Fifty Fathoms’s de-
mise were sown the year before. In 1961, Blancpain Rayville SA
was acquired by SSIH, one of Switzerland’s largest watch groups
at the time. SSIH (for Société Suisse pour l’Industrie Horlogère)
was formed in 1930 when the Omega and Tissot companies
merged to weather the difficulties of the Great Depression. (The
historical SSIH should not be confused with the contemporary
SIHH — Salon International de Haute Horlogerie — the watch
exhibition held annually in Geneva.) Blancpain was one of a le-
gion of independent firms, mostly Swiss like Lanco and Marc
Favre, but also including Hamilton in the United States, that
were taken over by SSIH in the 1960s and 1970s. By the early
1970s, according to Omega historian Marco Richon, the SSIH
group was the top watch producer in Switzerland. It owned 50
companies, with 7,300 employees, producing 13.5 million
watches, for annual sales exceeding 700 million Swiss francs.
The group’s unrivaled superstar was Omega, by far Switzerland’s
best-known and best-selling Swiss watch in the post-World War
II period. Tissot was the group’s second most important brand.
The rest, including Blancpain, were at best bit players.  

As an SSIH subsidiary, Blancpain Rayville continued to pro-
duce Fifty Fathom watches throughout the 1960s. At some
point in the 1970s (sources vary as to the exact year), with de-
mand for mechanical watches on world markets plummeting as
a result of the arrival of new ultra-accurate quartz analog and
digital watches from Japan, SSIH decided to close the Blancpain
Rayville operation. Omega took over the production at the fac-
tory in Villeret and the Blancpain brand became dormant.

No doubt SSIH in the mid-to-late-1970s, awash in increas-
ingly obsolete mechanical movements, was happy for the few
military orders for the mechanical Fifty Fathoms that still trick-
led in. There are reports that SSIH continued to supply a few
Fifty Fathoms into the early 1980s. Inevitably, though, the trick-
le dried up and production stopped.       

in 1982, Blancpain miraculously came back from the dead
as a producer of mechanical watches. But the Fifty Fathoms did
not come with it. The divers’ watch would stay locked and neg-
lected in Davy Jones’s locker for another 15 years.

The reason, explains Jean-Claude Biver, the man who fa-
mously revived Blancpain, is that a mechanical sports watch did
not fit the image of the new Blancpain that Biver was building
out of the ashes of the old. Shortly after leaving Omega in 1981,
he and a partner, Jacques Piguet, a member of the famous
Frédéric Piguet watchmaking family, bought the rights to the
dormant Blancpain name from SSIH for a pittance, reportedly
SF18,000. Their idea, considered completely cockamamie at a
time when quartz watches were dominating global watch sales,
was to position Blancpain as a producer of high mechanical
watches. They moved the firm to Le Brassus in the Vallée de
Joux, where they had access to mechanical movements from
Frédéric Piguet, and began to position Blancpain, in Biver’s
words, as “the living museum of the past.” Using the now fa-
mous advertising slogan “Since 1735 there has never been a
quartz Blancpain watch. And there never will be,” Biver posi-
tioned Blancpain as the champion of mechanical watch technol-
ogy. He set out to create a series of high mechanical Blancpain
watches that encompassed what he called “the six masterpieces
of the watchmaker’s art,” namely an ultra-slim watch, moon-
phase watch, perpetual calendar watch, split-second chrono-
graph, tourbillon and minute repeater. Reviving a dive watch
from the 1950s was not a priority in the larger struggle to revive
not just a dead mechanical watch brand but the nearly dead 400-
year-old tradition of mechanical watchmaking. “The goal was
for Blancpain to become the reference in mechanical watchmak-
ing,” Biver explains. “We had to master the six masterpieces of
the watchmaker’s art. There was no question of going into an-
other line as long as we were developing the six masterpieces.
That took some time. Once the six masterpieces were done, we
had the intellectual freedom to go into the Fifty Fathoms.”

In fact, even after Blancpain mastered the six masterpieces,
the Fifty Fathoms remained on the back burner. In 1991, Blanc-
pain presented all six masterpiece watches as a single collection.
In that year it proved its mechanical bona fides beyond any
doubt when it introduced the remarkable “1735” wristwatch,
which incorporated all six masterpieces in one watch. 

In 1992, Biver and Piguet made a fortune when they sold
Blancpain back to the successor of SSIH, SMH Ltd., now called

BLANCPAIN CAME BACK FROM THE DEAD 
IN 1982, BUT THE FIFTY FATHOMS DID 
NOT COME WITH IT. THE DIVE WATCH
STAYED LOCKED IN DAVY JONES’S LOCKER
FOR ANOTHER 15 YEARS.
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the Swatch Group. Biver remained with the Swatch Group in
various capacities, including as head of Omega and Blancpain,
until 2004. He turned over the operation of Blancpain to cur-
rent CEO Marc Hayek, grandson of Swatch Group chairman
Nicolas G. Hayek, in 2002. Today Biver is CEO of Hublot SA. 

When, aFTer a 20-year absence, the Blancpain Fifty Fath-
oms finally reappeared in 1997, it was a decidedly soft relaunch.
It reappeared as part of a trio of sports watches with bold bezels
for use on land, sea, and air that Biver called the Trilogy. It con-
sisted of the GMT watch (land), the Fifty Fathoms (sea) and the
Air Command chronograph (air). The new Fifty Fathoms had a

stainless-steel case water-resistant to 300 meters (or 165 fath-
oms). While Blancpain did not make a lot of hoopla about the re-
turn of the Fifty Fathoms, it was at long last back in production.

In 1999, Blancpain introduced new versions of the three Tril-
ogy watches in a limited series called Concept 2000. Each of the
watches, including the Fifty Fathoms, featured bezels, crowns
and pushers made of carbon-fiber-reinforced rubber. The watch-
es came in stainless-steel, rose-gold and platinum versions, each
combined with rubber. Another limited-edition series included
perpetual calendar versions of each of three watches.

It was not until 2003, on the occasion of the watch’s 50th
anniversary, that the Fifty Fathoms got the spotlight to itself.

Blancpain presented its first Fifty Fathoms collection in 
2007. Left to right: Fifty Fathoms Automatique, Fifty 
Fathoms Tourbillon, Fifty Fathoms Chronographe Flyback  
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Marc Hayek unveiled a new 50th-anniversary edition of the
watch. It had the same dial and same oversized numerals and
markers as the 1953 original as well as a 40.3-mm stainless-steel
case water-resistant to 300 meters. It came with a steel bracelet
and interchangeable rubber strap. The big difference in the new
model was the bezel: it was made of scratch-resistant black sap-
phire and, most notably, was not flat but curved, to give it more
protection against rough surfaces. It was powered by the self-
winding Frédéric Piguet Caliber 1151 movement with 100
hours of power-reserve. Blancpain produced only 150 pieces of
the anniversary watch. They sold out quickly, and once again
the Blancpain portfolio was without the Fifty Fathoms. There
ensued, according to Marc Junod, president of Blancpain USA,
a drumbeat of demand from watch aficionados and jewelers for
an unlimited edition of the watch with a larger diameter. 

Blancpain responded to the call last year with the Fifty Fath-
oms collection of three watches, none of them limited editions.
The collection has the DNA of the 55-year-old original, plus
some new features. The cases are larger, with diameters of 45
mm, are water-resistant to 300 meters, and have crown guards.
Like the 50th anniversary edition, the watches have curved
bezels made of scratch-resistant sapphire. 

The highlight of the Fifty Fathoms Automatique (also called
the “three-hand”) is its movement. It is the first Fifty Fathoms
powered by an in-house Blancpain movement, the automatic
Caliber 1315, based on the hand-wound Caliber R0 unveiled in
October 2006. (For more on this watch, see the previous story.)
The Fifty Fathoms Chronographe Flyback features a system of
special joints in the case that make the pushers water-resistant
so that the chronograph can be operated underwater. It comes in
either a stainless-steel ($13,700) or rose-gold case ($24,800).
The Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon is the only watch in the collection
with an exhibition back, which reveals the 234-component
movement. It features a flying tourbillon, fitting for the firm
that introduced the world’s thinnest flying tourbillon in 1989.
The Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon comes in either rose-gold
($98,200) or white-gold ($102,500) versions.

Blancpain says its intention in creating a full-fledged Fifty
Fathoms collection was to give the watch “a new lease on life.”
It’s unlikely that the Fifty Fathoms will drop out of sight any
more. Junod notes that it now stands alongside the Villeret,
Leman, Le Brassus and the ladies’ lines as a proper Blancpain
collection. “There is a Fifty Fathoms family there,” he says.
This year Blancpain is introducing an all-white version of the
Automatique with the Caliber 1315. In the future, look for
more Fifty Fathoms models featuring Blancpain manufacture
movements. 

The Fifty Fathoms
Automatique in
white, new for 2008  

THE COLLECTION UNVEILED IN 2007 HAS GIVEN
THE WATCH WORN BY JACQUES COUSTEAU AND 
LLOYD BRIDGES A NEW LEASE ON LIFE.
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